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Field barns are a defining component of the rural landscape
in the Yorkshire Dales National Park and elsewhere in the
UK.
There are some six thousand traditional farm buildings
in the Yorkshire Dales National Park, of which 4,500 are field
barns.
The Yorkshire Dales National Park condition survey
2006-2007 estimates that over 40% of field barns are in a
poor or very bad condition.
Yorkshire Dales National Park Today and Tomorrow
2007-2012 Objective:
“To maintain and enhance the pattern of traditional

farmsteads, associated farm buildings and field barns…”

The Cycle of Decline...
Condition of Field
Barn Deteriorates
The agricultural use of
barn cannot sustain
cost of necessary
repairs

The barn becomes
deadlocked as an asset
within its own context

DECLINE

Planning policy and
other concerns prevent
more profitable use of
the barn

Sufficient grants not
available to help pay
for repairs

Reversing the cycle...
Condition and Ownership of Field
Barn is Safeguarded in Perpetuity

The barn becomes an
important economic
asset within its context

an acceptable re-use
concept is designed
and implemented
to stringent standards

SUSTAINABLE
CONSERVATION

The re-use enables the
conservative repair and
maintenance of historic
fabric

A temporary licence to
re-use the barn is tightly
controlled by a ‘reversible’
agreement

The New Cycle...
Repaired
Field Barns
Sustainable
Conservation

Happy Farmers

A SECURE FUTURE
FOR FIELD BARNS

Economic Benefit

New Users

Design concept
• 100% reversible, 100% in line with buildings and
landscape conservation policies and best practice,
potential to be 100% carbon neutral
• to have no adverse impact on environment in appearance
and operation
• provide income to the farmer and landowner and benefit
the local economy
• provide employment and opportunities for craft skills
training
• creation of flexible and comfortable accommodation in
the heart of the Yorkshire Dales for holidays or
workspaces
• protecting barns to enable other uses in future, whilst
generating income to repair barns not suitable for reuse

Sustainable Services
The original Field Barn Cycle has been used to inform a
sustainable servicing strategy.
• providing energy from local, renewable sources and
encouraging thoughtful use
• collecting and treating water on site
• providing waste collection, recycling and reuse
(eg. composting toilet)
• minimising requirement for space heating through
insulation and occupation patterns
• choosing materials which are as efficient as possible with
minimal environmental impact

Defining our approach
• enable the long term repair and conservation of field
barns which involves their temporary reuse as short term
accommodation
• the creation of inert, frugal space which will have a calm
and passive relationship within its sensitive context
• a conservation solution which brings a broad range of
economic benefits to rural communities
• all barns remain in their current ownership
• flexible financial model to cover costs of the necessary
repair and temporary reuse of the barn depending on the
end-user
• the end-users are permitted use of the barn for the period
of the lease under strict management
• the barn can be returned to agricultural use

How it works
• the field barn is repaired to the highest conservation
standards
• a living ‘eco-pod’ is inserted to enable beneficial use
without modification of the barn itself
• the ‘eco-pod’ is maintained by the farmer or a
management body throughout its use
• at the end of the project the ‘eco-pod’ is dismantled and
recycled
• the field barn is returned to its original repaired state

What we have achieved so far
• funding from Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority’s
Sustainable Development Fund for the test build
• test build ‘eco-pod’ completed within an empty field barn
on the Bolton Abbey Estate
• environmental monitoring taking place within the pod to
assess internal conditions
• planning permission granted to use the pod for overnight
stays whilst monitoring is taking place
• funding from Yorkshire Forward as part of Rural Enterprise
Investment Programme for an economic appraisal
• national and local press coverage in The Yorkshire Post,
The Observer and The Guardian, amongst others
• winner of the Sustain Magazine BRE Award for
Sustainable Development 2009

What we aim to achieve next
• raise funds to expand pilot project to include four more
barns in different locations, of varying sizes and with
different end-users
• raise money for an endowment to establish the Feildbarn
Trust which will continue the sustainable repair of barns in
the long term
• create partnerships with skills & learning organisations to
ensure local participation in and benefit from the Feildbarn
projects
• raise awareness and encourage public involvement
through an eco-pod exhibition / competition
• invite six famous designers to design their own eco-pod
which will be put up for auction at a televised public event.
• expand the Feildbarn scheme to include other areas in the
UK similarly affected by the cycle of decline: Peak District,
Lake District, Cornwall

Friends & Supporters
• The success of the first test build was only possible
thanks to the voluntary input of a group of professionals.
Now the project is growing many more people have offered
their support and endorsement.
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English Heritage
Bolton Abbey Estate
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority
The National Trust
Prince’s Regeneration Trust
Historic Farm Buildings Group
Yorkshire Forward RDA
Yorkshire Dales Millenium Trust
The Guardian Newspaper
BBC Television
The Observer Newspaper
Architectural Digest

• If you are interested in getting involved in some way 		
please see our contact details overleaf.

‘…It’s pleasant to note that the Yorkshire
Dales, not the City of London, is host
to the most interesting architectural
innovation of recent years.’
Stephen Bayley – The Observer Review 26.10.08

For further information contact:
Clare Hughes
Studio 8
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios
Bath Brewery
Toll Bridge Road
Bath
BA1 7DE
t 01225 852545
f 01225 852528
e clare.hughes@fcbstudios.com
www.fcbstudios.com
www.feildbarn.com

